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Problem Statement 

Indiana public school systems are currently suffering unparalleled budget cuts; these 

reductions are forcing schools to reduce or eliminate music and arts related programs. 

Research will determine if it is plausible to utilize college student musicians to mentor 

and lead area public middle and high school students in music education through a Not 

for Profit organization. The ability to continue music education in public schools will 

benefit the student, the school system and the community; to be able to utilize college 

students would not only give those participants an opportunity to continue playing music 

as well as earning community service credit for scholarships and representing their 

individual schools as part of a larger intercollegiate program. 

Proposition 

College student musicians, working under a structured organization such as a not 

for profit group, can serve the local community as leaders and mentors, acting as 

advocates for inclusion of music in Indiana public schools. The exposure that the public 

middle and high school students have to music can make a significant difference in the 

overall quality of their education and the demonstration of leadership exhibited by 

college student musicians working with these public school students will be an 

encouragement to continue education after high school graduation. Participation will also 

provide an avenue for college student musicians to earn scholarship service hours while 

playing music and encourage higher level of involvement and interaction with the 

community.  
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Hypotheses 

H1) The introduction of college student musicians as part of a supplemental music 

program to assist middle and high schools losing their music program budgets can cause 

a higher number of public school students to have an overall higher academic 

achievements while in middle and high school. 

H2) College student musicians, acting in the capacity of leaders, will cause a higher 

number of public school students to continue their music education endeavors by 

enrolling in college after graduation from public high school. 

Independent Variable(s) 

1) College student musician’s involvement in public school music programs 

2) College student musician’s leadership influence on public school students 

Dependent Variable 

1) Higher academic achievement overall due to exposure to music programs 

2) Greater likelihood of continuing music education due to exposure to music 

programs. 
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Direction of analysis: 

Primarily my direction of analysis is inductive. The variables are known or can be 

quantified, but I will attempt to take the established elements contained within my 

hypotheses and develop a correlation to demonstrate the accuracy of my 

proposition that the level of exposure of public middle and high school students to 

college music students in a music program can directly influence the public school 

students overall educational experiences and likelihood to continue on to college 

after graduation from high school. 

Proposed Solution: 

Based on results of research, the proposed solution will be to form an NFP structured 

around utilizing college student musicians to provide supplemental music instruction to 

middle and high schools that are suffering budget reduction or elimination of the school 

music programs. 
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Introduction 

What is music? There are of course, many definitions, some more technical than 

spiritual, some more relevant than flamboyant. So, more specifically, what is music 

as it applies to education? One doesn’t have to search very far to find the following 

definition, which reads in part: “Music is science, music is mathematical, music is a 

foreign language, music is history, music is physical education, music is all of these 

things, but most of all, music is art” (www.crwl.utexas.edu). As defined in this 

context, music is many, if not all elements of a sound education. Within recent years, 

the face of education has been changing in the State of Indiana. Elements of a basic 

education, which many likely took for granted, are quickly slipping away; music 

programs are being systematically reduced, and in some cases eliminated, pressed 

out by overwhelming budget woes and misguided efforts to comply with lofty 

mandated test and evaluation standards that consume educators time and 

resources. The following report will explain these two factors specifically in further 

detail, provide a background for the need for music education and propose a 

possible solution, with the implication that Indiana’s schools cannot afford to lose 

music education because of the impact its loss will have in nearly every aspect of 

students lives. 
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Part 1-The Problem 

The State of Indiana’s School Budget 

Recent changes to the methods that the State of Indiana utilizes to fund education 

in its schools has led to substantial cuts in school budgets which in turn has directly 

affected music programs. Until 2008, the General Education Fund was fed by local 

property taxes. The passing of Public Law 146 eliminated property tax as revenue 

for this fund, and shifted the source to state sales tax, which is a much less stable 

funding option. School systems in wealthier districts had higher levels of funding 

available due to surrounding property values; admittedly, areas with lower 

property values did not benefit from having the same level of resources available; 

the thought at the time that Public Law 146 was passed was that available funds 

would be shared more equitably among all school districts in Indiana, however the 

reality is that the volatile state sales tax, or “consumption tax” as referred to in the 

Center for Evaluation and Education Policy “Changes in Indiana School Funding” 

Vol. 7 Number 2, Summer 2009, has only exacerbated an already difficult financial 

environment for public school districts. Dwindling state funds have prompted 

school districts to take drastic cost cutting measures, none the least of which is 

reducing or eliminating music as well as other art programs to redirect what 

resources are available to instruction of core curriculum. Even when the budget 

does not change substantially, such as in the case of the proposed in the Indiana 

2011-2012 state budget, the increased cost of doing business, roughly about 2  
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percent per year (Sunshine Review, 2011), translates to budget cut because of the 

increased cost of operations for which there has not been an adjustment made. 

The "No Child Left Behind Act" and its impact 

The "No Child Left Behind Act" enacted in 2001has become a substantial menace 

for music programs in Indiana schools. The mandate does not directly speak to the 

subject of music in schools (ironically, it identifies music as part of a comprehensive 

core curriculum); however, the focus of the act is on academic performance and 

evaluation by testing in core curriculum has driven schools, especially those in low 

income and minority school districts, to cut music and art programs from the 

curriculum to focus on improving test scores. The reason is that music as well as 

other arts based classes are non-evaluative, meaning that performance testing is not 

accomplished on students or their instructors, which leads schools to make these 

programs less of a priority. According to Dr. John Mahlmann, former MENC Director, 

"student access to music education has dropped about 20 percent in recent years, 

thanks in large part to the constraints of the No Child Left Behind Act" (Lang Lang 

International Music Foundation- The case for music education 2010). Ironically, 

research evidence clearly shows that more participation in music would directly 

benefit children and lead to an improvement in test scores; however, the demands 

for immediate results overshadows the long term benefits from music education; 

when faced with the difficult decision of building a foundation early in 

schoolchildren's life for potential higher aptitude later on in school years or 

teaching for test performance, many schools opt for the latter.  
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The Need for music 

The impact of the elimination of music in schools is only now becoming 

somewhat understood; opinions may differ between professionals on how 

substantially reduction or elimination of music in schools may effect students, but 

nearly all agree that there are significant negative impacts to basic learning 

functions, formation of social skills, as well as the obvious benefit that learning 

music provides. However, there is equally compelling research that indicates that 

students that do participate in music can actually benefit the school systems 

because those students tend to hold higher GPA’s and score higher in testing such as 

the SAT. Results from a 10 year research study of 25,000 students conducted by 

UCLA Professor James Catterall confirmed this tendency and also determined that 

the higher results were seen consistently across socioeconomic lines, adding further 

credence that the benefits were due to the influence music education had in the 

subject student's lives. 

Young Minds 

So why is music so critical to the developing young mind? To understand the 

answer, one must also be familiar with the mechanics of learning music and what 

the music experience involves. Author and Educator John Holt, stressing the 

importance of inclusion of art in the fundamentals of education in his book “How 

10  
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Children Learn”, states that “a test of intelligence was not how much we know how 

to do, but how we behave when we don’t know what to do”. Music teaches logic and 

linear thought by developing the thought process to put pieces of information 

together to formulate answers. Music, as an art and like the creating of art, is also an 

expression of innovation and thought. Even before a young child can even realize 

they are actually “learning”, they enjoy the sounds, the “color” of a musical note and 

how to put these “colors” together to form something bigger and more beautiful. 

Although this may not sound exactly like a scientific and mathematical process, it is. 

Howard Gardner, Professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, has 

identified pathways or “Streams of Development” which are the basic structures for 

processing and organizing information. The brain has to be able to not only retain 

bits of information but also needs to be able to link different bits of information 

together and sequence the information in an order that is useful. One of the 

“Streams of Development” specifically identified is the music stream, which is the 

process that allows the brain to not only store and link information but it also allows 

the brain to establish what information is most critical and most relevant. As 

Gardner illustrates, this dominant and minor cataloging of information is not unlike 

the way music is written. The brain uses these same linear data processing tools to 

work through mathematical problems, and the more developed the “music stream” 

is, the more likely a young thinking mind can work through and learn new 

mathematical functions. Dr. Elaine B. Johnston, Educator and Educational 

Consultant, even goes to the point of stating in her research that “music is math” 

because of the direct correlation between the structure of music, written in 

measures with values to each note, and the same concept as it relates to numbers. It 

11  
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is imperative that musicians understand the structure of music as an accountant 

does mathematics. 

Young minds that are exposed to fundamentals of music also have greater 

coordination through developmental years. Dr. Levine, Professor of Pediatrics at 

North Carolina Medical School and the NCU Clinical Center for Study of 

Development and Learning, states that learning music is so critical to learning that it 

should not merely be confined to classroom curriculum. Dr. Levine's data suggests 

that the one most critical motor function of the brain, the “Musical Motor”, 

continually needs to be developed and refined; this motor function ties all of the 

other motor functions together; learning to listen to and play music is fundamental 

to this process. Without efficient musical motor processes, hand-eye coordination, 

speech and cognitive thinking suffer, as well as learning in general. 

As older children 

Many children are exposed to some degree of basic music education in their 

elementary school classrooms. Even simplistic timing exercises such as clapping to 

a beat and vocal sessions with sing-along songs are critical to development of basic 

learning. If for no other reason, children respond well to learning in creative settings 

as they automatically develop their innate sense of self. But, music takes on a much 

broader role as children mature into middle and high school. At this stage, those 

individuals who learn to read music and play an instrument generally maintain 

higher grade point averages and score higher in aptitude and placement testing. 

VHI's Save the Music, a not for profit organization dedicated to restoring music  
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programs in schools, publishes a cumulative research fact sheet that supports this 

claim; in one study cited conducted by Dr. Christopher Johnson and Jenny Memmott 

in a June 2007 Journal for Research in Music Education and recited by VH1 states 

that “students in top quality instrumental programs scored 19% higher in English 

than students in schools without a music program” and “17% higher in mathematics 

than children in schools without a music program”. With standardized testing being 

the primary benchmarking tool for performance of schools, it would stand to reason 

that the school system would want to put into place and support any program that 

would increase the academic achievement levels of its students. 

The social factor 

Music students tend to be more socially centered; Mr. John Morse, Director of 

Bands in one of Indiana’s most successful High School band programs, attests that 

this is a well-known fact among Indiana educators. In fact, the academic successes 

enjoyed by music students can lead to higher self-esteem and greater sense of 

belonging because of participation in the long hours that [high school] bands 

require; participating in marching season demands long hours on the practice field 

into the evening after school hours and it is not unusual for band students to 

experience 12-16 hour days on the weekends while traveling and performing at 

competitions. This rigorous schedule is in addition to learning and memorizing the 

performance music, as well as marching routines and keeping up with homework. 

This creates cohesiveness among the band members. Even those bands that do not 

participate in a marching program spend many long hours learning and performing 

intricate musical scores together as a team. The ability to work as a team, as a 

cohesive unit, and still keep up with the demands of ordinary as well as  
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extraordinary requirements is a social skill that carries over into adult life. Dr. James 

Catterrall states, “arts education should be a part of every child's education and that 

access to arts experiences should be fairly distributed. Our society needs its artists 

and it needs to support artistic endeavors. I think the most important thing about 

arts education is that it is part of being a whole person. Arts education should be in 

the curriculum along with other things people learn-things that have more obvious 

connections to the workplace-because the arts are simply enjoyable and potentially 

very productive. They should be part of the basic tool Kit in our society” (Excerpt 

from interview conducted by Jerry Gabriel “a Marriage of Art and Learning- 

Interview with James Catterrall, 2001). 

The community 

So how does a community benefit from its citizens participation in music? One of 

the most quantifiable aspects is that a community that has a healthy school system 

attracts young professional families who are searching for good schools for their 

children. School systems with active music programs also enjoy a lower drop out 

rate than schools that do not have music programs (90.2 percent retention rate vs. 

72.9 percent -source menc.org as taken from Harris Interactive Poll of High School 

Principles, 2006). The fact that students are in school means that there are less 

dropouts becoming involved in crime as well and students are more apt to continue 

on to higher education after graduation, which benefits the community directly. 

Currently, the cost to the Indiana taxpayer for each incarcerated individual is $54.28 

per day, while each year of music education per student is $90 dollars per year, or 
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25 cents per day! So, for less than 2 days of incarceration, a whole year of music 

education could be paid for. Obviously the benefits of a high school graduate 

working to better his or her community and avoiding incarceration is a direct 

benefit to the community while a dropout that is jailed is a direct loss with no return 

for investment likely. Approximately 93 percent of all Americans agree that the arts 

are vital to providing a well-rounded education (Harris poll 2005) and research 

tends to reveal that music education is an art that directly benefits every American 

taxpayer. 

The Current situation 

There is a strong argument promoting inclusion of music education in schools. 

The potential benefits are immense for the students, the schools, communities and it 

is logical to conclude that the nation as a whole would reap the rewards of music 

education so why are music programs being cut from the curriculum? The answer 

lies in dwindling state budgets for education. 

Despite even the Federal Government's call to include music and arts programs as 

part of the core curriculum, state budgets for music and arts are continually being 

whittled away; even the recognition that “both fundamentals and the more creative 

fields are crucial to our economic success” (extracted from the Fact Sheet on Music 

Education Research- from the Flight of the Creative Class: New Global Competition 

for Talent, 2005; Richard Florida) states still opt to cut music and arts programs 

from budgets before making reductions in any other way. The potential fallout is 

that the children in school now that do not participate in a curriculum that includes 

creative elements such as music will be ill prepared for the future global workforce 

15  
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where creativity and invention are the domain of the successful; those that cannot 

compete will fail. The U.S. Government realizes this but has little control over state 

budget decisions. The Indiana state budget for education funding K-12 will realize 

an average -2.1 percent each year between 2011 and 2013. In 2010 the education 

budget was slashed over 300 million dollars per year to begin with, and the end was 

established as the new baseline for schools to work from. Not only does this not 

adjust for increases in basic yearly spending due to the weak economy, by 

remaining flat the schools actually realize a continual budget cut (Purdue 

University- Indiana local Government Information Website: State Budget Lookout 

2011). 

Currently, most school systems still provide some level of basic music instruction. 

According to Lang Lang International Music Foundation (2010), although the 

current levels estimated to be over 90 percent of schools providing some level of 

music (based on a 1999-2000 report from the National Center for Education 

Statistics), this is a deceptive estimate because it does not take into account key 

indicators such as how many children in these schools are actually receiving music 

education nor do the estimates measure the quality of music education being 

administered. Research data that factors in these two measures alone show that an 

average as high as 33 percent of elementary schools do not have adequate quality 

staffing, or instruments to effectively teach music. Middle and High schools fared 

slightly better with around 90 percent staffing and instrumentation, however in 

middle and high school music becomes an elective, so those students who have not 

received music instruction in elementary and middle schools would likely not be 

able to continue on to more in depth music study, and even if they did receive basic 

16  
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music education the students may elect not to continue in their high school years. 

What is important to remember is that the basic elemental aspects of music study 

that aid in cognitive development, occur in the formative years of elementary and 

middle school, while the social aspects become more critical in older high school 

students. Another significant factor is that music programs in high schools are 

reported by Lang Lang Foundation as having a higher rate of outside funding to 

supplement state budgets; nearly 47 percent of secondary schools receive external 

funding according to the Foundation. Research into one local Indiana High School 

music program for approximately 200 students that is operating using an additional 

135,000 dollar a year "over and above" cost that is reconciled using money from 

fundraising activities and donations from the community, parents and supporters as 

well as participation fees collected from students. 

The Lang Lang International Music Foundation Report "Case for Music Education” 

(2010) also cites a 2008 study by the National Assessment of Educational Progress 

that determined a distinct disparity between the quality and amount of music 

education that is available to students in higher poverty schools. The study 

concluded that 8th grade student study subjects that were enrolled in high poverty 

schools scored 27 percent lower on music response and creativity than students in 

low poverty schools, demonstrating a correlation between poverty level and lack of 

exposure to quality music education. 

The take away from these study results is an indication that music education is 

losing ground in the most critical phase of children's learning development, and the 

students in schools that hold the higher poverty levels are being more affected by 

cuts to music education. In addition, even those schools that have successful music 

17  
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programs in place are often working with funds obtained from outside sources; 

although the efforts are surely appreciated by the music programs, these funds are 

extremely sensitive to the economy and success, or lack of success that a music 

program has in its fundraising endeavors. It does stand to reason that students in 

higher poverty districts would not be able to hold successful fundraisers in their 

communities to the same degree that school systems in more affluent regions, nor 

would the same degree of monetary support necessarily be available from parents. 

It is critical that music education in schools continue. The state of Indiana is not 

unlike many other states; basic music method is part of the curriculum for 

elementary students in one form or another, but as children approach grade levels 

where assessment testing increases as mandated by the No Child Left Behind Act, 

resources and priority is given to testing and other subjects, such as music 

education are cast to the side. Some more affluent schools are able to continue to 

fund music education into higher levels to some degree, but even then this 

education is supplemented from outside sources; higher poverty schools have no 

choice but greatly reduce or eliminate music from their curriculum altogether 

because they have so few resources available. 

Although the trend appears to be a continued decline in music education levels in 

the state of Indiana, there is hope that students can continue to participate in a 

music program to some degree. The one factor that supports this is that there is a 

strong advocacy voice promoting the benefits of music education at both the 

national and local level. Powerhouse national advocates such as VH1’s “Save the 

Music” campaign have the political clout and finances to make a huge impact; by 

their own admission, their foundation “has provided $48 million dollars in new  
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musical instruments to 1800 public schools in 100 cities around the country, 

impacting the lives of over 1.8 million children” (www.vh1savethemusic.com). On a 

local level for instance, the Alliance for Indiana Music Education promotes quality 

music education efforts and creates a structure for not for profit groups (currently 

comprised of 8 separate organizations, all either for educators or promotion of arts 

in education) to work toward their individual mission goals while unified for a 

common cause. The official mission statement for the Alliance for Indiana Music 

Education is “To provide a structure for Indiana non-profit music organizations to 

work together for the advancement of school music education while enhancing each 

individual mission. Membership will be open to organizations that have as a major 

part of their mission the providing of programs, services, and learning experiences 

specifically for Indiana music students, and current and future Indiana music 

teachers”. 

While analyzing the potential resources available to assist schools and promote 

inclusion of music in Indiana education, it becomes apparent that more can be done. 

There is a strong advocacy, an almost universal support from educators in the state, 

yet the threat still is increasing that music may one day be silenced in many of 

Indiana’s schools. There are numerous Indiana based organizations dedicated to 

promotion of music, such as the Indianapolis Philharmonic and Youth Symphony 

Orchestra, as well as a fairly robust local arts community that offers its support by 

patronizing these organizations, however there is a need to be able to extend 

outreach deeper into area schools, especially those that have little or no music 

instruction available.  
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Part 2-The Solution 

A solution- the NFP 

The answer may be to utilize college students, paired with area music educators, 

to provide the needed human resources to provide a resource for area middle and 

high schools to call on for assistance in providing music education. Many student 

musicians enter college with an interest to continue practicing musical arts, but no 

longer have the opportunity to do so; either they are non-music majors or there is 

no music program available to accommodate their interest. Formation of a not for 

profit organization that would implement ensembles of student musicians from area 

colleges and universities paired with directors who could hold music clinics and side 

by side concerts with middle and high school students in select schools that request 

assistance would provided needed resources to the local secondary schools as well 

as give college student musicians an opportunity to earn credit for community 

service hours as well as continue to practice music. In addition, this not for profit 

organization could collaborate with other not for profit entities to create a large 

voice for advocacy supporting inclusion of music education in Indiana schools. 

The need 

As previously discussed, area school systems have reduced or eliminated their 

music programs as part of budget cuts. This has left area middle and high school 

students with no avenue to pursue their interest in music, nor receive the benefits 

associated with academic achievement and its relation to a student’s involvement in 

music.  
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Many area academic professionals such as teachers, music program directors as 

well as professional musicians may be willing to participate in trying to revive music 

in schools (elementary through college) by using their knowledge and skills in a 

useful way. 

Area high school students (lower income) have limited access to programs that 

can provide scholarship money; those individuals that have demonstrated superior 

dedication to high achievement and are musically inclined may be given an 

opportunity to play with college level musicians and possibly receive scholarship 

money for their efforts. 

Advocacy 

As previously mentioned, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 created an 

environment where testing of students is paramount to all other subject matter; 

with the focus on evaluation and testing, music education along with other arts and 

traditional subjects such as History have taken second priority, or have been 

removed from the curriculum completely. Recently, Indiana learned that it was 

granted an exemption from certain requirements in the No Child Left Behind Act 

because it has demonstrated one hundred percent compliance with mandated 

testing; it would seem that this fact would work in the favor of music education, 

however the concern is that the opposite may hold true. Although Indiana’s Request 

for a waiver was granted so recently that data is very limited, what can be 

determined is that Indiana will still have to demonstrate that its schools are 

continuing to perform evaluation testing to continue to receive federal funding.  
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In part, a recently released memorandum from the Indiana Superintendent of Public 

Instruction, Dr. Tony Bennett, states that the waiver “demonstrates that Indiana has 

developed the type of rigorous and comprehensive systems necessary to achieve 

results and drive improvement at the local level” (2012). The concern from area 

educators is that the decisions for curriculum will now be up to each school district 

as long as they maintain the State of Indiana’s standards for education testing levels; 

many school districts will still focus on testing but will now be able to elect what 

activities it feels it can afford without state level influence. 

So how does this recent change affect the mission for a not-for-profit 

organization such as what is being proposed? A large portion of the mission has to 

be dedicated to advocacy; the difference now being that the NFP can focus its 

campaign at a school level, concentrating efforts on individual schools instead of 

having to support music in education exclusively at a state level. The advantage to 

this is that it may be easier engage parent and community support in those schools 

that need the assistance, and use those schools that already have in place a robust 

music program as support. 

Key target goals 

This not for profit organization would strive to accomplish 3 main goals: first, it 

would give college and university students (music and non-music majors) an 

opportunity to join a music program and practice their art under direction of some 

of the area’s most esteemed academic and professional directors while representing 

their schools. Second, these students would participate in workshops and 

fundraising events each semester in exchange for service hours earned for work in 

the community. Funds raised would go toward scholarship opportunities for select 

22  
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high school students that are participating in the mentoring program alongside 

college students. Third, it would give area academic music professionals an 

opportunity to be leaders in revival of music arts in the area schools and use their 

skill and knowledge to serve their community and act as advocates. 

Feasibility study 

There are approximately sixty accredited colleges and universities in the state of 

Indiana with a student population of over 220,000 individuals enrolled in 

undergraduate degree programs; of those, in the Indianapolis Indiana area alone 

there are close to 44,000 students attending 6 institutions, 4 of which having active 

music programs (Universityvisitorsnetwork.com-2009). The saturation level of 

college students in the Indianapolis Indiana locale can provide a valuable resource 

to support local efforts by not for profit groups, but what is the realistic amount of 

resources available through local colleges and universities, and what is the 

likelihood that college musicians would want to participate? Two methods of 

research will be utilized to determine what the answer to this question would be. 

The first method will be by evaluating what percentage of students enrolled in 

area colleges and universities have formal musical training. According to VH1’s Fact 

Sheet on Music Education Research, more than fifty percent of all U.S. households 

have at least one person that plays a musical instrument and at least forty percent 

that has two musicians in the home that currently play a musical instrument, with 

the fastest growing population of musicians between 18 and 34 years old; this has 

been noted as a 5% every year since 2003. The average age of the college  
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undergraduate student is 24.46 years old as calculated from “Average Age of 

Students by College-fall 2008” (www.selu.edu). According to NCES.ed.gov, from 

2000 through 2009 the enrollment of students under 25 increased by 27 percent 

while those students 25 and over increased 43 percent during the same period-the 

projection by the National Center of Educational Statistics through 2019 indicates a 

continuing increase in enrollment of college students that are 25 years old and 

older. This is significant because of the correlation of age between the fastest 

growing musician age group and that a majority of college undergraduate students 

are in the median range of this musician age group, increasing the likelihood that 

the average college student will be a musician. 

To establish a high and low level for anticipated student participation, two 

different formulas were derived to generate a low and high end expectations; First, a 

low end baseline was determined using the percentage for all U.S. citizens that have 

obtained a Bachelors Degree (27 percent of all U.S. citizens according to the U.S. 

census 2007 published January 2009), so out of this 27 percent of U.S. students, it 

would be reasonable to determine that at a minimum of approximately 7 percent of 

the total undergraduate students actively play a musical instrument; this figure is 

based on the assumption that the undergraduate student entering college will be at 

least a reflection of the general U.S. population, which, according to VH1’s Fact Sheet 

on Music Education Research, states that an average of 50% of households have at 

least one person that plays an instrument (or 25 percent of the total population). 

The average household is 2.48 people (USA Today 2011 census), however for 

accuracy levels needed in this research a multiplier of .25 was utilized (or 1 out of 

24  
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every 2 people in fifty percent of the households). This will be the low end of the 

comparison, with the high-end number being approximately 25 percent of all 

students currently enrolled in Indiana colleges and universities. 

With a total of approximately 400,000 students enrolled in Indiana Colleges and 

Universities, the potential pool of college musicians will be between 28,000 and 

100,000 students. In the Indianapolis alone, there are approximately 43,950 

students enrolled in area institutions, so the potential pool of college musicians can 

be between approximately 3,000 and 11,000 students. Of note is that these are only 

students enrolled in four year institutions; Ivy Tech was not included, however with 

113,000 students enrolled in its campuses (Ivytech.edu, fall 2011) the student body 

is a tremendous potential resource that will be included in recruiting efforts for the 

NFP because even though Ivy Tech is a two year institution a number of its students 

continue on to area four year colleges to complete their studies. 

Approximately two thirds of all college undergraduates receive some type of 

financial aid. This is significant because many of these financial programs require 

students to perform community service work to maintain their level of aid or 

scholarship award. Because this proposed not for profit organization will be 

accomplishing community service work, students who participate will be awarded 

community service hours for participation in specific projects that the organization 

accomplishes.  
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A second method of research will be conducted via blind surveys administered to 

incoming college students; focus of the survey will be limited to establishing if a 

student completing the survey can play a musical instrument, if that student would 

be willing to participate in a community service project that involves musicianship, 

and if the survey subject is required to participate in community service work as 

part of financial aid or scholarship award requirements. The survey's primary goal 

is to determine what the level of interest would be that those individuals that can 

play a musical instrument would have in participating in projects for the not for 

profit group and if they are required to do community service work for maintenance 

of financial aid or scholarships. 

Based on the available enrollment data, a target number for college student 

participation can be expected to be between 30 and 110 individuals at a minimum in 

the Indianapolis area alone if using a one percent multiplier. Factors considered in 

this phase of the feasibility evaluation will not include the influences that college 

musicians from other states that attend Indiana schools have; this potential will be 

excluded only because it is beyond the scope of research to determine what quantity 

and quality of musical training these students have in their individual environments. 

There will be a strong likelihood that at least some out of state students will 

participate, so any variance will be considered an addition. 

To this point, the student enrollment numbers indicate that there are enough 

area college students to have a viable group large enough to implement mentoring 

efforts; an informal small survey (10 randomly selected music students) conducted 
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among senior high school music students (graduating class 2012) at one community 

school that does have an active music program demonstrated that the calculations 

seem to be accurate; at least 3 out of 10 graduating seniors stated that they would 

definitely attend a local college or university and would also participate in 

extracurricular programs that would allow them to continue practicing music in 

some capacity. 

The analysis for starting another not for profit group in Indiana 

The need has been established, the human resources exist, but if another not- for- 

profit organization has enough room to remain viable and grow? To answer this 

question, an analysis of other similar area not for profits was conducted. Out of 

eight area not-for-profit groups, only three have an active outreach program to area 

school systems that are struggling to keep, or have ended music programs in their 

schools. The first, Indianapolis Philharmonic, conducts a middle school summer 

camp for musicians; these “campers” are paired with volunteer musicians from “The 

Phil” for a week of music instruction and a “side by side” with the Philharmonic 

members. Robin Andres, the Executive Director for the Indianapolis Philharmonic, 

indicated during a personal interview concerning the mission for her NFP that they 

are lacking the outreach to continue to mentor the “campers” once they move on to 

High School and are exploring options to try and keep these youngsters in music 

through graduation. The other organization, Symphonic Youth Orchestra of Greater 

Indianapolis, has a robust program for student musicians that are talented enough 

to be members in the concert bands, but lacks a structured environment for these 
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musicians to be able to continue on contributing to the YSO after graduation and 

entry into local colleges. Both of the NFP directors acknowledged that there needs to 

be more accomplished to reach musically deprived students in area schools, but that 

resources were limited; in addition neither has a mission that is dedicated to focus 

in area middle and high schools. Lastly, the Metropolitan Youth Orchestra, which is a 

comprehensive music program for gifted K-12 students that was formed in 

partnership with Butler University and the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra. 

Porters Five Forces Analysis as it pertains to a Not-For-Profit Organization 

1) Threat of New Entry: 

This is the degree of ease for other NFP’s with the same vision/goals to enter 

the same arena; if it is too easy for a similar not-for-profit to start up, then 

there will likely be substantial competition between multiple organizations 

for the same funds/donors. A barrier to entry, or degree of difficulty for 

multiple organizations to enter because of high start up cost, donor loyalty 

can be a benefit to an established NFP because it will limit competition. 

Service Provider Power 

This factor assesses the degree of influence that a partnering organization or 

a contracted entity can place on an organization. How deeply an NFP relies 

on outside services to meet its goals determines how large of a factor, or how 

much pressure, the need for that service places on the organization. One  
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additional factor to consider is what impact the failure of a partnering 

organization can have on an NFP. 

Threat of Substitution 

What is the likelihood that donors will elect to contribute elsewhere? The 

more choices for donating to similar missions mean greater threats to an 

existing organization. 

Donor power 

According to www.realtimeadvisors.com (2010) “donors are essentially 

purchasing the social impact your organization produces. If they get a similar 

or superior product from someone else, they will”. How unique is the 

mission, how many potential donors are out there, and how likely would 

someone align themself with an organizations mission, i.e. how passionate, 

would a donor likely be? 

Competitive rivalry 

As the name implies, this factor addresses how much competition is in the 

same field, same location, courting the same donors, and how loyal those 

donors are to the competition.  
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Porters Five Forces results 

1) Threat of new entry: 

This force is neutral at this time for the following reasons: if the Collegiate 

Alliance of Musicians demonstrates that this type of organization can 

successfully utilize college students to achieve its mission goals, there is little 

barrier to the colleges themselves starting a similar program, as well as the 

possibility that other NFP’s with established donor pools that the Collegiate 

Alliance of Musicians is collaborating with may also choose to integrate 

elements of CAM’s program into their own mission goals. At this time, 

collaboration seems to be the popular position that the other similar NFP’s 

are taking, so it is not considered a negative force. 

Service Provider Power 

This force is currently considered positive because the Collegiate Alliance of 

Musicians can work autonomously if collaborating partners choose not to  
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participate and has the flexibility to work with very little in the way of 

resources if necessary; in addition, very little support is needed from 

organizations outside of the collaborative group. 

Threat of Substitution 

Other somewhat similar organizations have very different specific goals. 

Donors will recognize the difference in missions between the Collegiate 

Alliance of Musicians and potential competitors. 

Donor Power 

This force is considered positive when considering the potential donors that 

are affiliated with area colleges and music programs, as well as national 

organizations the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will be targeting for 

collaboration. 

Competitive rivalry 

At this time, there are numerous organizations that are interested in 

collaborating instead of taking on the Collegiate Alliance of Musician's goals, 

however, if the organization begins to have success in its mission, a potential 

exists for other collaborative partners to break away and develop their own 

programs; of special concern would be if college music programs decided it 

would be beneficial to start their own similar effort because they will likely 

be able to tap into substantial donor pools affiliated with their institutions 

that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians would not have access to.  
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SWOT Analysis 

Results of SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

1. Large resource base (college students) 

2. Ability to work very lean with few funds 

Ability to be autonomous if needed 

Unique mission 

Research data supports the need for continuance of music in schools, 

quantifying the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians goals 

Passionate academic professionals willing to volunteer  
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Weaknesses 

1. 

2 

3 

Inexperienced, new organization 

No affiliation to a large group or organization 

No fixed base for operation (until Phase 2/3) 

Opportunities 

1. Many schools systems in Indiana have a need and would welcome assistance 

College students would be able to gain service hours for community service 

work to satisfy scholarship requirements 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians would give college musicians a musical 

outlet even if they are not music degree majors 

The unique mission goals of the organization fill an obvious gap in music 

education and contribute to the local arts community, Indiana school systems 

and give educators a chance to do their part to make a difference in 

children’s music education working from outside the classroom. 

Collaboration with other not for profit groups; the Collegiate Alliance of 

Musicians may even act as a “feeder” organization for partnering NFP’s such 

as the Indianapolis Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Threats 

Music education in Indiana schools loses so much ground that the Collegiate 

Alliance of Musicians cannot gather enough musician volunteers 

Area colleges and universities establish their own similar programs and the 

Collegiate Alliance of Musicians cannot compete.  
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3. Collaborating organizations decide to form their own groups of musicians 

and work on the same mission goals as the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians 

4. Fundraising activities are not successful due to the economic climate making 

it difficult or impossible to grow 

Overall, completion of SWOT analysis indicates that the Collegiate Alliance of 

Musicians can successfully take on a unique role in advocacy of music in Indiana 

schools. Because of its intended role, other organizations are at this point more 

interested in joining for one cause and collaborating instead of working against the 

entrance of another NFP. A significant weakness is that it will be a brand new 

organization, which may change shape and form many times before stabilizing. In 

addition, there are no established donor pools or resources, which makes 

collaboration with other NFP’s a definite necessity. Because of its unique role, there 

is ample opportunity to make a difference in Indiana school children’s lives if the 

organization can remain active and keep forward momentum. The advantage to 

being new and working from “scratch” is that the organization will be flexible and be 

able to work with few resources, which can help it keep progressing forward and 

growing. Any real threats at this point are the same that would also affect other 

organizations working closely with the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians. The most 

prominent possibility is not being able to raise sufficient funds for its mission; the 

second most significant threat is that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians is 

successful and finds itself in competition with other area NFP’s wishing to achieve 

the same successes.  
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Analysis of other area not for profit mission statements and comparison to 

Collegiate Alliance of Musicians 

The mission statement for the Metropolitan Youth Orchestra: 

The Metropolitan Youth Orchestra (MYO) is a youth and family development 

program of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra. Founded by Betty Perry in 1995, 

this all-string orchestra program is dedicated to enriching and transforming the 

lives of young people in positive ways. MYO is a comprehensive music program for 

students in k-12th grades. The cooperative and invitational environment of MYO 

fosters the development of musical growth, critical and creative thinking, and 

interpersonal skills. Family members are encouraged to participate and become a 

playing member of MYO as well. MYO would like to acknowledge its partnership 

with the Butler Community Arts School located on the Butler University campus. 

The mission statement for the Symphonic Youth Orchestra 

The Symphonic Youth Orchestra of Greater Indianapolis is dedicated to 

providing unique and necessary music and arts education opportunities to 

advancing young musicians throughout Indianapolis and its surrounding areas. This 

program encourages life-long learning and enriches the community culturally by 

providing free educational concerts each summer throughout Indianapolis. Students 
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are taught multi-culturally appropriate material, encouraged to take on leadership 

responsibilities within the organization, and engage in problem-solving activities in 

teamwork settings. The program provides students with a healthy, safe learning 

environment in which to grow musically, culturally, mentally, and socially. 

Proposed mission statement for the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians 

The mission statement for this proposed not for profit organization is “to use 

musical arts as a vehicle for college student musicians to serve the local community as 

future leaders by mentoring, teaching and generating scholarship funds for select low 

income high school students. The foundation's goal is to provide an opportunity for all 

college student musicians to advocate inclusion of music education in schools and to 

continue to practice the art of music while performing community service work under 

direction of prestigious leadership”, 

Results of analysis of similar NFP mission statements 

In reviewing the mission statements for the 3 area not for profit organizations 

that most closely match the mission of the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians, the 

addition of another not for profit organization with a focus on working directly with 

school systems is a realistic possibility. None of the organizations analyzed focus 

exclusively on schools with struggling music programs or no program at all, 

advocacy for inclusion of music in education or utilize college students as a primary 

resource to pursue mission goals.  
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Introduction to the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians 

The structure of the NFP 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will, as any other organization, operate within 

the constraints of its funding. For this reason, the NFP will be structured so that it 

can remain active and continue to promote the mission of the organization. 

According to Nancy Lublin, CEO of dosomething.org, starting at zero is “what drives 

us to be more innovative, more passionate, more creative” (Zilch, the Power of Zero 

in Business, 2010). As this observation pertains to the Collegiate Alliance of 

Musicians, it means that the NFP must be prepared and able to accomplish mission 

goals using its primary, and possibly only significant resource: people. 

The Students 

Integral to all phases of the building of the NFP will be concentration of efforts on 

recruiting college musicians. The organization will actually start recruiting efforts 

with high school seniors around the state of Indiana as the students make decisions 

on college selection. Initially, the expectation is to be able to have a participation 

level of about 30-50 students. This equates to about 1 student for every 3 school 

districts throughout the state; with a total of 294 Indiana school districts (Indiana 

Education-Profile on Indiana Education and Schools, About.com 2011) this is a fairly 
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conservative number. The organization will be able to accommodate as many 

students as agree to volunteer no matter if it is 2 or 200. The reason that high school 

students will be targeted is so that they are still familiar enough with the staff and 

students in their former school difference to make connections, with the goal being 

the ability to influence band students, as well as be familiar to staff when acting as 

an advocate. 

The advantages to the student volunteer is that he or she will be able to continue 

to practice music with other college musicians, work with area educators and 

conductors on projects that support the local communities, represent their college 

and university in that community support, practice leadership and advocacy, serve 

as an example to younger elementary and secondary age students and promote arts 

and music in education. A more quantifiable benefit is that those students that are 

on scholarships and financial aid programs that require a participation in 

community service hours can use the hours spent volunteering for the Collegiate 

Alliance of Musicians to fulfill that requirement. All students will receive a certificate 

of participation for each session they volunteer for and can include the time and 

NFP involvement on a resume. 

Student musicians of all levels and degree fields will be accepted into the 

organization. Music performance is only one element of the Collegiate Alliance of 

Musicians; even those students who have basic music ability can participate in every 

part of the organizations mission. There are numbers of musicians that enter college 

and never play music in a formal setting again; those are the individuals that can 
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provide the largest quantity of musicians for the NFP with the attraction of 

continuing to provide an artistic outlet through music performance entering college. 

All musicians will be accepted with no regard as to what instrument they play. As 

previously noted, music performance is only one part of the Collegiate Alliance of 

Musicians. The majority of students will be able to provide their own instrument 

(vet another reason to start recruitment efforts with High School Seniors) if they 

choose, although those that do not will be able to borrow some of the organization's 

collection. 

The conductors 

First, there will be the “guest conductors” who will be tasked with leading small, 

short duration projects that they select themselves based on the amount of time she 

or he has available for that term, interest in the project, knowledge level of the type 

of performance etc. These conductors will also participate in larger productions if 

they so choose. As a note, there will be occasions when the Collegiate Alliance of 

Musicians will be working in schools that have established music programs and 

music teachers; those teachers will be invited to participate in the project as a guest 

conductor for the NFP; those that enjoy the inclusion may wish to continue to do 

work in other schools and can be added to the list of “guest conductor” that the 

Collegiate Alliance of Musicians may call on as a resource in the future.  
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The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will, as growth of the NFP allows, retain on 

staff a Conductor that will be responsible for coordination of all projects, 

development of music programming and representing the college student 

volunteers and guest conductors when communicating with the NFP Board 

Members. 

He or she will be expected to act as a core team member and will be instrumental in 

furthering the NFP’s mission goals. 

The “others” 

The student volunteers, guest directors and conductor(s) will be primarily 

tasked with the musical education and artistic components of the NFP. The business 

side of the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will be managed as the responsibility of 

the Executive Board. 

The Board of Directors will be composed of volunteers invited from a range of 

different professions, including musical, educational and financial or business 

expertise. According to Attorney Anthony Mancuso, author of “How to Form a 

Nonprofit Corporation-9th Edition, (NOLO 2009), the “directors are a crucial link 

between your organization and its supporters and benefactors” and that the 

[directors] must be viewed as “credible and competent representatives of the group 

and its nonprofit goals”. Focus will be on recruiting individuals in the communities 

that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will be primarily working in as much as 

possible. This team will be one of the first components of leadership for the NFP; the 
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expectation is that the Board works closely with the founder and staff to provide 

sound direction and advisement, as well as oversight of stewardship of resources. 

Although the decisions made by the board will not be exclusively business related in 

nature, the expectation is that the Board take due consideration to the artistic 

component of the not for profit group as it applies to its mission. The term for the 

Board is not limited, however the members will be requested to serve for a period of 

a year at a minimum. The number of positions on the board will be no less than five: 

the President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer, with one additional board 

member. When the NFP growth level necessitates more leadership oversight, any 

additional members will be added as needed, and to be an odd number to ensure 

that any voting process will not end up in a tie. 

The Executive Director 

The Executive Director will be responsible for the coordination of the different 

entities of the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians. She or he will be the primary point of 

contact for the NFP and will act as a liaison to the community. Because this is a paid 

position, the role will be filled when there are enough funds available to pay the 

appropriate salary. Initially, the positions role will be the responsibility of the 

Board; responsibilities will be transitioned to the Executive Director which will be 

developed from a part time to full time as funding allows.  
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The Music Director 

As with the student musicians, the Music Director will be a primarily involved 

with the day-to-day performing arts activities of the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians 

and will be critical to its success. The music director will be responsible for 

coordination of guest conductors, casting of musicians, purchase of music as 

appropriate and creating performances for the organization. 

The Fundraising Chairman 

This chair position will coordinate fundraising activities and work closely with 

the Board of Directors to explore new methods of obtaining funds, both through 

fundraising activities and applying for grants. 

Student liaison 

This individual will act and communicate on the behalf of student volunteers to 

the Board of Directors, Music Director and Executive Director. 

The Phased Growth of the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians 

As mentioned previously, the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians is structured to 

operate effectively in a range of funding from practically no funding to over 

$100,000.00 annually. To ensure that from inception the Collegiate Alliance of  
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Musicians is operational and working productively toward its mission, the focus of 

the organization will be “phased” and adjusted according to the resources it has on 

hand. During the first phase, projects will be small and selected based on need as 

well as how likely the NFP would be in reaching its intended goal; for instance, a 

group of college musicians may work with an established music program to assist 

The school’s staff in preparing their musicians for contests, or holding basic 

exploration of music classes at local elementary schools. As funding is received, the 

organization will expand its focus to bigger events, inclusion of more elaborate 

programming and purchase of music and instruments to be donated to local schools. 

If the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians is successful in obtaining sustained funding of 

over $100,000.00 annually, the transition to the third phase will enable the 

organization to explore start up chapters in other Indiana communities, awarding of 

college scholarships to needy students and even the ability to pay the salaries of 

music teachers that are placed in schools to “seed” a new music program. Because 

the collaborations that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will be seeking are those 

like a partnership with VH1’s “Save the Music” campaign require that teaching staff 

be in place before the program will supply instruments to a school, the Collegiate 

Alliance of Musicians will be prepared to assist in supplementing salaries to enable a 

school to put these teachers into place. 

Even though the NFP will be phased, the basic elements that are stated in the 

mission statement will be in place from the start; serving the local community, 

leadership by mentoring, teaching, generating scholarship funds and advocacy for 

continuation of music in schools.  
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Phase 1 

The first phase is designed to operate very lean, (from zero to ten thousand 

dollars). Because the funding at this stage in the development of the NFP will likely 

be scarce, the college students that volunteer will be primarily involved promotion 

of music in schools, letter writing campaigns, giving personal testimony and 

participation in small music projects in area schools. As few as 2 or 3 students and 

one guest conductor can successfully hold an “Exploring Music” session at an area 

elementary or middle school as well as help band directors in area schools prepare 

students for ISSMA (Indiana State Student Music Association) Solo and Ensemble 

competitions. In addition, the students and directors can conduct small 

performances at area schools, public events (with the exception of political 

functions) and churches. 

The idea is exposure. There can be significant accomplishments obtained without 

funding. During the first phase of the growth of the NFP, the Board of Directors will 

be working on fundraising efforts, i.e. grant proposals, donation requests for funds, 

instruments and sponsorship. Until resources are obtained, the NFP will be relying 

solely on the efforts of its students and the impact they make in the community for 

advertisement. 

Phase 2 

As the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians grows and begins to be successful in 

fundraising efforts (from ten thousand to one hundred thousand dollars), the 

activities conducted by the organization will become larger; in addition to small  
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music clinics, large group music camps can be organized, instruments can begin to 

be purchased, and guest conductors can be compensated for their time. College 

student musicians will work with the staff and guest conductors to create a themed 

concert, such as a Halloween or Christmas Concert for the fall session and a similar 

themed Concert for the spring session. This will not only serve as a “fun” element for 

the students who are participating in the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians but will act 

as a venue for a “side-by-side” concert that will also involve middle and high school 

students that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians has been working with. These 

concerts will also serve as advertisement for the NFP’s work and as a gift to the 

community. 

Phase 3 

As the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians becomes established and the fundraising 

efforts result in over one hundred dollars per year annually, the focus will expand to 

include more scholarship opportunities, more elaborate productions that include 

other collegiate artists such as theatrical and dance students. The purpose for these 

productions will be to fundraise for the mission of the NFP as well as provide an 

element of fun for the students and conductors. As mentioned, the Collegiate 

Alliance of Musicians will also use the funds to expand to other locations in Indiana 

that have school systems in need of assistance with music education.  
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Operations 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will operate in terms or semesters for two 

reasons: first, the structure of most scholarship and financial aid programs follow 

terms or semesters, so students would have the option of only participating for the 

time period in which she or he needs to demonstrate completion of community 

service. Second, the area school systems operate in terms or semesters, so it would 

be logical to follow their schedule. 

Locations will vary; one of the strengths of collaborating with other not for profit 

groups such as the Indianapolis Philharmonic Orchestra and the Symphonic Youth 

Orchestra of Greater Indianapolis is the opportunity to share resources such as 

rehearsal space and equipment. When working with area schools, the intent is to 

perform concerts in those schools for the convenience of the families and 

attendance of the local community. 

Financial Matters 

To determine a plausible baseline for what the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians can 

expect, the financial information (IRS Form 990) was gathered for the Philharmonic 

Orchestra of Indianapolis and another similar sized organization with a similar 

mission, The Contemporary Youth Orchestra in Cleveland Heights, OH. There was 

not enough financial data available for the Symphonic Youth Orchestra or the 

Metropolitan Youth Orchestra of Indianapolis.  
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Indianapolis Philharmonic Contemporary Youth Orchestra 
  

  

  

Public Support 98% 99% 
  

  

Average Public $179,960 $163,105 
  

Support per Year 
  

2005-2008 
  

  

Gifts and donations $120,482 $128,387 
  

  

Grants / Govt. $37,782 $35,195 
  

  

Staff Compensation $34,616 $40,930 
  

  

Total Expenses (2008) $126,006 $233,694 
    
  

The data from the Table above illustrates that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians 

can expect, with successful fundraising efforts, to be at least approximately 

$170,000.00 per year or over with the ability to retain paid staff with an average of 

$37,000.00 in salaries. 

Fundraising 

Robin Andres, Executive Director for the Indianapolis Philharmonic, recommends 

that grants should be the preferred method for obtaining funds for day-to-day 

operations and the proceeds from fundraising drives should be expected to cover 

special project expenses, occasional equipment purchases, advertising fees etc. 

because of the fact that fundraising is influenced heavily by the economy, the season 

of the year, and unrelated community events that draw donors away. Although all   
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grant opportunities will be explored, the focus will be on making application for the 

following as described by Victoria M. Johnson, Grant Writing 101 (2011): 

Operating Grants: 

The purpose of these grants is to cover daily operating costs; as suggested in the 

text, securing this type of grant would allow the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians to 

hire a grant manager or fund a move into a strategically placed facility that would 

better serve the local community. 

Program Grants: 

The purpose of this type of grant is to fund ongoing projects, such as an “Exploration 

of Music” program that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians would give at area public 

elementary schools on a continuous basis. In addition to the “Exploration” program, 

the organization will conduct music clinics for middle and high school musicians; 

the intention is to pay “Guest Conductors” a fee for giving a portion of their time as a 

professional; stipulations to pay these fees could be covered by this type of grant. 

Project Grants: 

These are one time awards to set up and implement a project; in the case of the 

Collegiate Alliance of Musicians, a project grant would be applied for to set up a new 

music program at a school that did not currently have one; the school, after the  
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project would be complete, would be responsible for its upkeep, or other grants 

would have to be applied for to maintain the program. 

Endowment Grants: 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians would seek out long term funding via 

Endowment Grants that would support the organization for a long period of time. 

This type of grant is most effective after the NFP is established, because the 

principle is invested and only the interest is used for expenses. 

Advertising and Communication 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will utilize technology to communicate with 

its members and the community. A website will be developed (possibly by SMWC 

Technology Students) that will explain the mission of the organization, contact 

information, have numerous examples of the work the students accomplish on the 

front page as well as a large “Donate” button. There will be additional webpages for 

the NFP staff and students. These pages will list upcoming events, volunteer 

information, links to other music and education websites, an area reserved to sign 

up for special projects, i.e. “casting calls” as well as links to websites for other NFP’s 

the organization is collaborating with.  
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Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will also utilize social media such as Facebook 

and Twitter to communicate and promote the organizations mission. The 

importance of maximizing potential of social media cannot be emphasized enough; 

first, it is free and is in this age the single most effective outreach tool. According to 

Nancy Lublin, author of “Zilch-The Power of Zero in Business” (2010), the “most 

nimble not-for-profits are especially smart about using Web-based tools such as 

Twitter and Facebook to generate excitement about what they are doing”. In 

addition, information is disseminated quickly and in an organization's own words. 

Implementation- ideas about how to get “out there” 

“Adopt a School” 

Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will work with area high schools to pair up 

successful music programs with schools that have small music programs or limited 

resources; these collaborations will create a side-by-side concert performance at the 

“adopted” school. 

“Two Musicians and a Flute” 

Area middle and high school music directors can “borrow” collegiate musicians to 

assist in preparing middle and high school students for upcoming ISSMA 

competitions.  
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“Casting Call” 

The NFP will organize a large themed concert and invite area high school students 

that the Collegiate Alliance of Musicians has been mentoring to participate in the 

performance. 

“Hug an Artist Day” 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians can perform at local art fairs, museums and 

other (none political) events that promote local arts; the purpose of these 

performances will be to raise awareness of the importance of music in schools and 

encourage support for the NFP’s mission. 

“Back to School” 

As the project title implies, Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will work inside of area 

public schools to teach music, assist the school staff with appropriating funds by 

assisting with grant proposal writing, supplying refurbished instruments purchased 

by the NFP and generally offer support and advocate for the school’s music 

program. 

“We care a lot” 

Small ensembles will hold “mini concerts” for patients and their families in 

children’s hospitals, convalescent care centers, shelters, churches, VFW posts and 

libraries in the spirit of serving the community (and of course advocacy).  
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“Trash to treasure” 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will have an active instrument donation 

program in place; donated instruments will be sent to area instrument repair shops 

for refurbishment (hopefully at donated or discounted costs) and will be given to 

needy students. Those non-repairable instruments will be turned into art and 

auctioned off and the proceeds used to further the mission of the NFP. 

“The full ride” 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will generate scholarship dollars to award to 

area needy high school musicians. The awards will be obtained by fundraising 

activities, grants, and by asking colleges that are represented by Collegiate Alliance 

of Musician members for awards. 

“Teach a teacher” 

The Collegiate Alliance of Musicians will award grants to select area music teachers 

in schools with little funding available; the purpose of these funds are to travel and 

attend regional music workshops for educators. 
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Conclusion 

To conclude, the State of Indiana is currently in a complex situation with regard 

to continuation of music in it’s classrooms. Despite the fact that participation in 

music has been established by years of solid research to improve brain function and 

learning in elementary students, and consequently higher levels of academic 

performance, music continues to fall in the crosshairs of continuous budget cuts. 

Participation in music is paramount to the social well being of older middle and high 

school students, and has quantifiable benefits to the surrounding community, yet 

continues to be second priority, or no priority, to cash strapped schools struggling to 

meet mandated testing performance levels. Educators for the most part understand 

the importance of music as an integral piece of core curriculum but do not have the 

resources or the power to elevate music programs to their rightful place in Indiana 

schools. All is not lost, however. Although many schools have reduced their music 

programs, in most in some form it still exists. With the assistance of the advocates, 

such as the proposed Collegiate Alliance of Musicians, music can once again be 

heard loud and strong, played by students that do not only excel in their music class, 

but in every subject in every grade, not to mention in life and its challenges. 
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